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John Paul II Justice and Peace Centre (JPIIJPC) is a 
Faith Based, Indigenous, non-governmental, and 
not-for-profit organization. It was established in 2006 as 
an Indigenous non-governmental organization by a 
consortium of five religious’ congregations: Comboni 
Missionaries, Holy Cross, Mill Hill Missionaries, 
Missionaries of Africa and the Society of Jesus (Jesu-
its). The Centre is legally registered under the 
Non-Governmental Organizations Registration 
(Amendment Act) 2006. The intention of the founders 
was to create an institution that would facilitate collec-
tive action by the various member congregations 
against social injustice: through research, advocacy 
and training based on the Catholic 
Teaching of the Church.  JPIIJPC has effectively 
executed three strategic plans since its inception in 
2006. Each of these programs is based on: Human 
Rights and Governance; 
Leadership and Governance; Peace and Conflict 
Transformation; Economic Empowerment of the Vulner-
able; and Institutional Reinforcement. JPIIJPC has 
been at the fore of the peacebuilding in Uganda in the 
past 11 years through the publication of action-oriented 
research reports, capacity building programs, civic 
education, campaigns against human trafficking, 
support of survivors of human trafficking, and profes-
sionalization of the Uganda Police Force. In addition, 
JPIIJPC has facilitated the formation of community 
peace animators’ groups, sponsored radio and TV talk 
shows, and organized drama films to support program 
implementation. 

In 2021, JPIIJPC marked the third year into the 
implementation of its fourth Strategic Plan (2019 - 
2022).  In this four- year program JPIIJPC recognized 
the need for involving the member religious institutes 
and all organs of the Centre in the design, implementa-
tion and monitoring of programmes. Therefore, the 
Centre is being governed by subsidiarity and partner-
ship principles in its relationship with the member 
institutions and other partners while effectively playing 
its core roles, namely: coordination, resource 
mobilization and capacity building. Further, the Centre 
strives to expand its resource base in a bid to imple-

ment planned programs. It is hoped, this will lead 
to ownership and 
sustainability of both the interventions of the stake-
holders and the Centre.

JPIIJPC is proud to be associated with a number 
of implementing, and regulatory partners namely: 
Uganda Catholic Secretariat, Association of 
Religious in Uganda (ARU), Catholic Dioceses, 
Office of the Prime Minister (OPM) Kampala, 
United Nation High Commission for Refugees 
(UNHCR) Bidibidi and Imvepi, Uganda Police 
Force (UPF), Uganda Joint Christian Council 
(UJCC), Caritas Kampala, National Catholic Com-
mission for Justice and Peace Commission 
(NCCJP), International Rescue Committee (IRC), 
Adventist Development and Relief Agency 
(ADRA), Welthunger, Caritas Uganda, Yumbe 
Catholic Parish, Lugbari Catholic Parish, Danish 
Refugee Council (DRC), Community Technology 
Empowerment Network (CTEN), Catholic Centre 
for Legal Aid Services (CCLAS), Kampala Capital 
City Authority (KCCA), and Office of the Prime 
Minister (OPM) Imvepi and Bidibidi.  The media 
that have supported our campaign include: The 
New Vision, Daily Monitor, 
Bukedde, among others. JPIIJPC receives finan-
cial support for its programs from foundations, 
individuals and donor agencies that have interest 
in the activities of the Centre.  

Who are we?
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The Centre acknowledges and appreciates the support and collaboration of our sponsors, 
partners and collaborators. Worthy of mention is the Diocese of Rotenberg – Stuttgart who 
sponsored the quick response to the COVID-19 outbreak at the Refugee Settlements added 
to the peacebuilding program which is already being sponsored by them. Similarly, the 
Children's Rights and Violence Prevention Fund (CRVPF) who sponsored the program to 
curb the impact of COVID-19 among the refugees and host community in Bidibidi Settlement, 
jointly being implemented with CCLAS. We are equally grateful to the Wheaton Franciscan 
Sisters and the Africa Faith and Justice Network (AFJN) who partnered with the Centre in the 
intervention against human trafficking and attention to the survivors. We are also very 
appreciative of DKA who invested all the necessary resources for JPIIJPC institutional 
strengthening when the Centre suffered a setback in 2017 and has also financed this 2021 
JPIIJPC AGM. We appreciate AGGIAMONDO who has been with the Centre at all times 
supporting us financially and in resource mobilisation. In a special way, we are indebted to Rt. 
Rev. Bishop Sabino Odoki, the Bishop of Arua Diocese, without his commitment and support 
the peacebuilding project in the settlement would not have been possible.
  
We also acknowledge the role of the partners who have been collaborating with us in most of 
our interventions: Association of Religious of Uganda (ARU), Justice and Peace Commission 
National (JPCN), International Rescue Committee (IRC), Adventist Development and Relief 
Agency (ADRA), Welthunger, Caritas National Office and Caritas Kampala, United Nations 
High Commission for Refugees (UNHCR) Bidibidi and Imvepi, Yumbe Parish, Lugbari Parish, 
Danish Refugee Council (DRC), Community Technology Empowerment Network (CTEN), 
Catholic Centre for Legal Aid Services (CCLAS), and Uganda Joint Christian Council (UJCC). 
We also appreciate so much the role of our regulating partners – Kampala Capital City 
Authority (KCCA), Office of the Prime Minister (OPM) Kampala, OPM Imvepi and Bidibidi. 
 
Finally, we want to acknowledge and appreciate our beneficiaries for whom we happen to be 
here delivering the services we offer: Survivors of Human Trafficking; AFJN Uganda Youth 
Chapter; Imvepi and Bidibidi Refugee Welfare Councils (RWCs); Imvepi and Bidibidi Youth 
Leaders, Women Leaders, Refugees community members, and Religious Leaders; Imvepi 
and Bidibidi Host Community Leaders (Kululu and Odupi sub-counties) and host community 
members. 
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Message from
Fr. Olobo Leonard
Board Chairman

Dear Partners, Friends, and Collaborators,
 
I am pleased to share with you JPIIJPC journey in 2021 
towards contributing creatively to the building of a just and 
peaceful Uganda through: training, research and advocacy 
based on Catholic Social Teaching (CST). The Annual Report 
2021 recounts JPIIJPC’s interventions, accomplishments, 
challenges and lessons learnt through the year. The year 
under review, was yet another remarkable year despite the 
challenges being faced by JPIIJPC and the entire world. It 
remained a formidable brand fit for the purpose for which 
JPIIJPC was established 11 years ago. With support from 
JPIIJPC’s invaluable partners, a lot has been achieved under 
the of leadership of the Board of Governors and the Manage-
ment of JPIIJPC. Despite the limited resources, the Board is 
proud of the organization’s achievements. 
 
Key among the highlights were: keeping the office functional 
amidst the social, economic and political challenges, adapting 
new work methods amidst the COVID-19 pandemic, continued 
efforts to contribute creatively to the building of a just and 
peaceful Uganda by speaking out strongly and openly on 
pressing social justice issues. On the other hand, our 
Four-Year Strategic Plan program continues to run under the 
key campaign areas: Human Rights and Governance; Leader-
ship and Governance; Peace and Conflict Transformation; 
Economic Empowerment for the Vulnerable; and Institutional 
Reinforcement. At the institutional level, we are proud that we 
were able to keep our governing bodies functional managing 
to hold all the 2 planned Board of Directors Meeting and staff 
board meetings. The detailed report will be presented to you 
by the Director of the Centre.  
We are proud of what we have managed to achieve despite 

the COVID-19 challenges and are indebted to 
our Trustees, staff and development partners 
for increasing the reach and depth of 
JPIIJPC’s work over the course of 2021. 

Fr. Olobo Leonard 
Chairman Board of Governors 
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Highlights of Key Interventions 2021

Avuni Alfred 
Director 

It is with great pleasure and honour to present to you 
JPIIJPC Annual Report 2021. This report provides an 
account of what has been accomplished in the 3rd last 
year of the implementation of JPIIJPC’s 4th Strategic 
Plan (2019 – 2022).  Like the previous year, the political, 
human rights and socio-economic context in which we 
operated in 2021 was adjusted to working within the 
COVID-19 related restrictions. The pandemic affected 
the quality of life of the majority of the population, more 
especially the urban poor in terms of health, education, 
freedom to worship, and enjoyment of social services. 
This increased poverty levels, which mostly affected 
children, youth and the elderly. Within this context, 
JPIIJPC revolved its campaigns around the following: 
promotion of human rights, prevention of human traffick-
ing, peacebuilding among the refugees and with the 
host communities, prevention of the spread of   COV-
ID-19 among the refugees and host community in Bidibi-
di and Imvepi Zone 3 and 1 respectively, curbing the 
effect of COVID-19 among the youth refugees and host 
community in Bidibidi Zone 3, and enhancing its institu-
tional capacity and sustainability.
  
Under human trafficking, JPIIJPC prioritized advocacy 
against human trafficking and support to survivors of 
human trafficking. JPIIJPC in partnership with Uganda 
Catholic Secretariat Department of Justice and Peace 
and Lay Apostolate, and Association of the Religious in 
Uganda (ARU) Department of Justice and Peace with 
support from Wheaton Franciscan Sisters (WFS) Minis-
try Fund and Talitha Kum, rescued 17 girls from Saudi 

Arabia, trained 4 survivors in life skill (tailoring), 
provided psychosocial support to 3 survivors, 
provided legal aid services, and start-up capitals 
for 9 survivors. A total of 12 girls benefited from 
the trainings and start-up capitals. As a network, a 
study on the status of the survivors was conduct-
ed in May 2021. The study aimed at generating 
information on situation of survivors to enable 
JPIIJPC and the partners carry effective 
advocacy to address the plight of the survivors in 
Uganda.  
JPIIJPC involved herself in the preparations of 
advocacy paper for Universal Periodic Review 
(UPR) ahead of Uganda review for the 40th 
Session, January – February 2022. A mission and 
stakeholder dialogue were held at St. Augustine 
in May 2021. The final advocacy paper was 
submitted on 22nd September 2021 covering the 
following theme: trafficking in persons, right to 
peaceful assembly and freedom of expression, 
gender-based violence (GBV) and Female Geni-
tal Mutilation (FGM), and children with disability.  
In the same vein, the Centre is participating in 
compiling report for the Committee on the 
Convention on the Eliminations of all forms of 
Discrimination Against Women (CEDAW).  The 
reported is to be submitted by next week 15th 
December 2021. In 2022 Uganda will be reviewed 
by the committee. The review was brought to 
February 2022 instead of June 2022. 
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In an effort to promote peace, prevent violence, and 
empower South Sudanese refugees and the host 
communities solve conflicts peacefully, key interventions 
included: inter-community peace and reconciliation 
dialogues; inter-community peace prayer conferences; 
production of drama film videos on peace; and radio talk 
shows. Inter-Community Peace and Reconciliation 
Dialogue meetings were held in Bidibidi Zone 3 and 
Imvepi Zone 1 from March to September in partnership 
with IRC, OPM, RWC III and UNHCR. Radio talk shows 
on peace building were also undertaken. In order to 
ensure that the peace messages reach wider audiences, 
eight (8) radio talk shows were organized in October and 
November to 
sensitize the communities on peaceful coexistence. The 
peace prayer conferences revolved around the theme of 
peace and reconciliation, peaceful coexistence, unity, 
non-violence, resilience and forgiveness. Through this 
intervention in Imvepi Zone 1 and Bidibidi Zone 3, our 
regulatory partners (UNCHR and OPM) are requesting 
JPIIJPC to scale up to other zones where the situations 
are worse compared to the zone where we have 
intervened. JPIIJPC and partners in the settlements 
joined the rest of the world in the celebration of the Inter-
national Day of Peace. The celebration sort from all the 
key partners and stakeholders on how to recover better 
for a sustainable world. This peacebuilding project which 
is ending, has been supported by Diocese of Rotenberg 
– Stuttgart. 
At the outbreak of COVID-19, OPM requested all the 
partners working in the settlements to intervene in 
curbing down the spread of COVID-19. With the support 
from the same development partner, JPIIJPC was able to 
intervene in preventing the spread of COVID-19 in the 
targeted 
settlement by awareness creation through Radio talk 
shows, community Road drive and Circulation of IEC 
materials (flyers, stickers, T-shirts) with message on the 
pandemic. This was accompanied by the distribution of 
hygienic materials – sanitizers, liquid soap, water c
ontainers and masks. The intervention increased aware-
ness of COVID-19 and behavioural change among the 
refugees and host community in the targeted Zones in 
Imvepi and Bidibidi refugee settlements.   
Another program implemented by the JPIIJPC was 
curbing the impact of COVID-19 among the refugee 
youth in Bidibidi Zone 1 with the support of Children’s 

Rights and Violence Prevention Fund (CRVPF). 
The project was implemented as cluster partner-
ship with Catholic Centre for Legal Aid Services 
(CCLAS).  Under the project 60 youth and 60 
young women and men were trained in entrepre-
neurial skills and provided with start-up capitals for 
livelihood. The young women, men and women 
were also trained in peacebuilding, and 30 women 
and girls were provided with psychosocial support 
and peace animators groups formed.  
As a member the Joint Catholic Initiative on 
Natural Resources (JOCINAR), JPIIJPC was 
involved enhancing the rights and welfare of the 
indigenous communities in the extractive industry 
in Karamoja. The joint initiative is composed of: 
the National Catholic Commission for Justice and 
Peace Commission, JPIIJPC, Moroto Diocese 
Justice and Peace Land Desks, and Kotido 
Diocese Justice and Peace desk.  In the year the 
network held a number of meetings and advocacy 
activities. 
 
These achievements notwithstanding, the organi-
zation was still confronted with a number of 
challenges.  The outbreak of COVID-19 pandemic, 
brought in a serious challenge to the operation of 
the Centre.  Nevertheless, little would have been 
achieved without the financial and technical 
support of our development partners. To them we 
say thank you for the support, trust and confidence 
in us. Building a society for social change is a 
lifelong struggle. It is full of success and problems. 
It requires commitment, sacrifice and passion. It is 
a journey that no one can dare alone. The obliga-
tion to stand up, speak and defend humanity calls 
for collective action. There is no doubt that your 
individual and collective efforts have made a differ-
ence. For that we say thank you to the Board of 
Directors, Trustees, development partners and 
staff. 
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Program Achievements 
The programs were prioritized under the following Strategic Objectives (SO): SO1: Observance of human rights; 
SO2: Combat Trafficking in Persons in Uganda; SO3: Empower the people to demand adequate and quality 
services from duty bearers in the health and education sectors; SO4: Enhancing civic rights and responsibilities 
among teachers and students, youth out of school and pastoral agents; SO5: Support the youth to undertake 
initiatives that will provide them with employment; SO6: Promote peace and peaceful dispute resolution in families 
and communities; SO7: Promote peace, prevent violence, and empower South Sudan refugees and the host 
communities solve conflicts peacefully; and SO8: Enhance institutional capacity and sustainability.  

SO1: Observance of human rights. JPIIJPC involved herself in the preparations of advocacy paper for Universal 
Periodic Review (UPR) ahead of Uganda for the 40th Session, January – February 2022. A Mission and 
stakeholder dialogue to gather information with support from Franciscan International was held at St. Augustine. 
The Centre specifically, contributed report on human trafficking in Uganda. The partners in the advocacy paper 
included: JPIIJPC, Franciscan international (NGO with ECOSOC), The Bright Dove of St. Francis, Caritas 
Kampala and Uganda Joint Christian Council (UJCC). The partners presented a UPR alternative submission on 
the human rights situation in Uganda on the following themes: Trafficking in persons, right to peaceful assembly 
and freedom of expression, gender-based violence and Female genital mutilation, and children with disability. The 
report was submitted on 22 September 2021.   

In the same vein, with the support from Franciscan International, the Centre is participating in compiling report for 
the Committee on the Convention on the Eliminations of all forms of Discrimination Against Women (CEDAW).  
This committee is responsible for ensuring that the ratifying states do apply the dispositions of the conventions. 
The key areas of concern are: access to school for girls, trafficking in women (sexual exploitation), female genital 
mutilation, child marriage, early pregnancies, and gender-based violence. JPIIJPC is working on trafficking in

women. The report is to be submitted by next week 15th December 2021. In 2022 Uganda will be reviewed by 
CEDAW. The review was brought to February 2022 instead of June 2022.  
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SO2:  Aimed at Combat Trafficking in Persons in Uganda. Under this SO, JPIIJPC was involved in:

sensitization, rescue and support to survivors, 
psycho-social support, livelihood training and 
provision of start-up capital under the umbrella of 
Uganda Catholic Network Against Human trafficking 
and all forms of modern slavery. The network is 
composed of church institutions namely: JPIIJPC, 
Uganda Catholic Secretariat Department of Justice 
and Peace and Lay Apostolate, and Association of 
the Religious in Uganda (ARU) Department of 
Justice and Peace and supported by Wheaton 
Franciscan Sisters (WFS) Ministry Fund and African 

Faith Justice and Network (AFJN). As network, sensitization was carried out on human trafficking through: work-
shops, radio talk shows, and press conference.  Workshops were conducted for religious, priests, and partners 
at ARU and Fort portal diocese.  This was followed by advocacy – national and local; lobbying of line ministries 
(MoGLSD, MoIA, KCCA) and lobbying government officials by sisters in For-Portal. Petitioning was submitted to 
the speaker of parliament on girls being exploited under labour externalization. The Centre as a network, also 
carried out sensitization on HT through radio talk shows and press conference involving survivors.  Through the 
testimonies of the survivors, many who talk of seeking or supporting those seeking greener pasture abroad 
abandoned their plans.  On the other hand, other survivors   started to seek help for recovery.   

Survivor reuniting with the daughter

Press Conference on Human Trafficking
at JPIIJPC, March 2021

JPIIJPC as a network rescued 17 girls from Oman 
and Saudi in collaboration with Talitha Kum and IOM. 
Again 4 girls out of 30 trafficked from Nebbi district to 
Kampala for labour externalization were rescued from 
a Makindye home. Out of the 17 girls rescued from 
Saudi Arabia and Oman only three were received by 
JPIIJPC at the airport, as their return was secretive.  

The three received, were given shelter, counselled, treated, given start-up capital and reintegrated to their 
respective families. The four Press Conference on Human Trafficking at survivors from Nebbi were given life skill 
training in JPIIJPC, March 2021 tailoring, provided psychosocial support, and 
integrated into their families. As a network, the Centre also supported six girls, survivors of human trafficking, in 
Kampala with Capital for Art and Craft. They established a business which is still operating. 
Their leaders Joanita is still sickly and she was again supported in getting medication.  The network also provid-
ed legal aid services and start-up capitals for 9 survivors. A total of 12 girls benefited from the trainings and 
start-up capitals. 
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Survivor reuniting with the daughter
The Centre in the Network, conducted a study on the 
plight of the survivors of human trafficking in Uganda 
in May 2021.  The study is meant to be used for 
advocacy on the plight of survivors of human 
trafficking in Uganda as some of the survivors fall 
prey to traffickers due to lack of support upon return.  
The network is collaborating in drafting of a 
submitted to the Catholic Bishops Conference to 
ensure the message reach all the communities.

SO3: Aimed at empowering the people to demand adequate and quality services from duty bearers in the health 
and education sectors. At the time of developing the current strategic plan, this program was being supported by 
a development partner under the program of human rights and governance.  However, the Donor priority areas 
had shifted to only livelihoods programs, leaving SO3. As the issues in education and health still persists, 
JPIIJPC has continued to lobby for funding to that effect. 

CRVPF Youth in Bidibidi Settlement Developing 
Business plan during entreprenuership 
Training

SO4: This aims at enhancing civic rights and responsibilities among teachers and students, youth out of school 
and pastoral agents. Due to the outbreak of COVID-19 pandemic, the project was suspended as schools were 
closed.  As we review the achievements of JPIIJPC in 2021, the primary and secondary schools are still closed. 
This project was supported by DKA-Austria.  
SO5: Aims at supporting youth to undertake initiatives that will provide them with employment. Under this objec-
tive JPIIJPC is implementing a two-year project to curb the impact of COVID-19 among the youth in Bidibidi 
refugee settlement Zone 1 with the support of Children’s Rights and Violence Prevention Fund (CRVPF). The 
project is being implemented as cluster in partnership with Catholic Centre for Legal Aid Services (CCLAS).  
Under the project, 60 youth and 60 young women and men were trained in entrepreneurial skills and will be 
provided with start-up capitals for livelihood. The young women, men and women were also trained in peace-
building,
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Peace Drama shooting in Imvepi 
Settlement 

Inter-Community Peace Prayer Conference in
Imvepi Settlement

and 30 women and girls were provided with psychoso-
cial support. This is the first year of the project.   
SO6: Promote peace and peaceful dispute resolution in 
families and communities. The Centre has submitted a 
three-year project proposal to DKA-Austria aimed at 
addressing Domestic Violence and Sexual Gender 
Based Violence (DSGBV) in Lira Diocese. The proposal 
is under review with the prospect of commencing next 
year.   
SO7: In an effort to promote peace, prevent violence, 
and empower South Sudan refugees and the host 
communities solve conflicts peacefully, key interven-
tions included: community dialogue; inter-community 
peace and reconciliation dialogues; inter-community 
peace prayer conferences; drama videos on peace; 
and radio talk shows. The program was supported by 
Diocese of Rotenberg – Stuttgart. The project was 
meant for one year but due to the outbreak of COV-
ID-19  
pandemic, the project has just been concluded.  The 
Inter-Community Peace and reconciliation Dialogue 
meetings were held in partnership with IRC, OPM, RWC 
III and UNHCR and conducted both at Bidibidi and 
Imvepi Settlements from October to November 2021. A 
total of 8 community dialogues were conducted involving 
320 participants.   
In order to promote peace to wider audiences, 8 radio 

Peace prayer conferences revolving around the theme 
of peace and reconciliation, peaceful coexistence, unity, 
non-violence, resilience and forgiveness was conducted. 
The regulatory authorities welcomed and thanked the 
religious leaders for turning up for the Inter Community 
Peace Prayer conferences and applauded JPIIJPC for 
the unique approach to seeking peace, for the reason 
that, it was the first of its kind and provided a good 
platform for peace building process. The intercommunity 
peace conferences involved 631 participants in Bidibidi 
Zone 3 and Imvepi Zone 1 settlements. 
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Distribution of Hygienic Materials in 
Imvepi Settlement 

Through this intervention in Imvepi Zone 1 and Bidibidi Zone 3, our regulatory partners (UNCHR and OPM) are 
requesting that JPIIJPC moves to other zones where the situations are worse compared to the zone where 
JPIIJPC has intervened. 
John Paul II Justice and Peace Centre joined the rest of the world in the celebration of the International Day of 
Peace on 21st September 2021. The celebration sought from all the key partners and stakeholders on how to 
recover better for a sustainable world. 

At the outbreak of COVID-19 OPM and UNHCR 
requested all the partners working in the settlements 
to intervene in curbing down the spread of COVID-19. 
With the support from the same development partner, 
JPIIJPC was able to intervene in curbing the spread of 
COVID-19 in the settlement through awareness 
creation through Radio talk shows, community road 
drive and circulation of IEC materials (flyers, stickers, 
T-shirts) with message on the pandemic. This was 
also accompanied by the distribution of hygienic 
Distribution of Hygienic Materials in Imvepi materials 
– sanitizers, liquid soap, water Settlement 
containers and masks. The intervention 
increased awareness of COVID-19 and behavioural 
change among the refugees and host community in 
Imvepi and Bidibidi refugee settlements. A total of 
1,093 litters of sanitizers, 383 jerricans and stands, 
and 333 jerricans (20 litres each) of liquid soap were 
distributed. A study was later conducted on the impact 
of COVID-19 on the community which was shared 
with the partners in the settlement.

SO8: Enhance institutional capacity and sustainability. With support from DKA, JPIIJPC was able to: build the 
capacity of board members, host board meetings, hold staff-board meetings, hold sub-committee meetings, 
undertake staff capacity building courses at UMI, review JPIIJPC constitution and other policy documents; hold 
meeting with strategic partners in their respective dioceses; attend partners meetings; and held a staff retreat 
yesterday and is holding JPIIJPC Annual General Meeting (AGM) today. Two board meetings were held at the 
Centre addressing the institutional revamping process. The boards’ availability and quick response to the issues 
accelerated recovery from the COVID-19 backlash. In regards to staff capacity building two short courses were 
attended by the Director and the remaining courses which were affected by the lockdown will be undertaken next 
year. The policy documents reviewed and signed include:   the Constitution, Human Resource Policy, Financial 
Management Policy, and Code of Conduct. The renewal of these documents was proposed by the institutional 
audit of 2019. 
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In February 2021, the Centre succeeded in securing 
an MOU with Office of the Prime Minister (OPM) 
which permits JPIIJPC to operate within Bidibidi and 
Imvepi refugee settlements in ARUA Diocese until 
2023. As a requirement for all NGOs in Uganda the 
Centre also acquired a Certificate of Incorporation 
and was as such required to register with Financial 
Intelligence Authority (FIA). 

The Centre also pursued the renewal of its permit 
to operate as NGO in Uganda with 
the National Bureau for NGOs.  In the process 
JPIIJPC was required to provide MoU with KCCA 
Makindye Division which was successfully accom-
plished.  However, it was noted that the Centre 
lacked the certificate of Incorporation from Uganda 
Registration Service Bureau (URSB). The changes 
in the NGO Act requires NGOs to incorporate with 
URSB which was previously not the case when 
JPIIJPC was established. Another challenge that 
stalled the process was the identified misspelling of 
the Centre’s name on the Certificate of Registration 
provided by the Ministry of Lands, Housing and 
Urban Development. Therefore, the two setbacks 
hindered the process of renewing the permit. Finally, 
the Centre successfully acquired the certificate of 
incorporation from URSB and the relevant docu-
ments handed to the National Bureau for NGOs to 
complete the renewal process.  

The Centre managed to refurbish the power backup system with support from AGIAMONDO. Standby water 
pump has also been repaired to ensure that there is no water shortage when the National Water and Sewerage 
Corporation supply is cut. Other repairs were also undertaken on the building – the toilet facilities, the overhead 
water tank – although major repairs and the re-painting of the building are yet to be done.  
A new computer was purchased for finance department and the accounting system was updated with a patented 
QuickBooks Software. Alongside, the other computers were also upgraded and updated from Windows 7 to 
Windows 10.  
JPIIJPC is also a member of the Joint Catholic Initiative on Natural Resources (JOCINAR) to enhance the rights 
and welfare of the indigenous communities in the extractive industry in Karamoja. The joint initiative is composed 
of: the National Catholic Justice and Peace Commission
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(NCCJP), JPIIJPC, Moroto Diocese Land Desks and Justice and Peace Desk, and Kotido Diocese Justice and 
Peace Desk. A lot of activities have been undertaken by the network around exploitation of minerals in Karamoja, 
and now the network has submitted a proposal to DKA-Austria  aimed at advocating for reform, formulation and 
implementation of law and policies on extractives in Karamoja; advocating for the security of customary land 
system for indigenous communities; engaging the extractive actors directly, namely, Tororo cement and Shire to 
ensure that the legitimate interests of the local community are protected.  
Notwithstanding the setback provoked by the COVID-19, the institutional strengthening started since 2018 has 
started yielding results as evidenced by the number of development partners working with us and those seeking 
to work with us.   

Challenges of the year
 
Covid-19 pandemic  
The major challenge, which is of general knowledge, is the COVID-19 backlash which set a lot of institutions on 
a spin in which many have not recovered from yet. One of the backlashes of the pandemic on the Centre was the 
holding back of some projects by development partners due to the nature of their implementation e.g., Civic 
Education in Schools supported by DKA-Austria. The COVID-19 pandemic put a lot of strain on staff remunera-
tion and welfare which led to the scaling down of the number of paid staff. Even the remaining paid core staff 
sometimes operated on low pay and no salary at all. 

Transport 
In the reporting period with a lot of movements though under COVID-19 environment the peace building project 
staff had a number movements from Kampala to the Refugee Settlement at Bidibidi and Imvepi. With the 
long-distance movement from Kampala to the field and coupled with poor road infrastructure within the settle-
ment, the staff had a number of mechanical failures of the old double cabin Toyota Hilux pickup. This significantly 
increased the cost of maintenance of the vehicle. 

Unpaid Rental 
Initially the Centre hired an Estate Manager to secure tenants for the disposable office spaces at the Centre, the 
Estate Manager did not succeed in attracting tenants nor even paid for the office space being occupied by the 
business yet deducting the agreed 10% from the few tenants he brought. This forced the management to cancel 
the contract. As the Centre took over the administration of its premises, it managed to secure tenants for the 
disposable office spaces. However, with the outbreak of COVID-19 some of the tenants especially the local 
institutions have been non-compliant to the extent that the Board had to intervene and gave some of them march-
ing orders. We thank the Chairman of the Board for the prompt response to the challenging management issues.
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Projects without staff salary
 
As COVID-19 pandemic broke-out, some of the projects which had salaries but were postponed due the 
lockdown had the staff paid during the lockdown as no one knew the COVID situation would be with us up till now. 
With the relaxation of the lockdown, the staff were supposed to continue implementing the project without 
salaries, as even the extension period had elapsed. This included the project like the refugee peacebuilding 
project supported by DRS. 
 
Accounting system 

The old accounting system has been a very big challenge. The QuickBooks program for the accounting system 
was purchased many years back and was not being updated; as such most of the operations were done manually 
losing most of the automatic operations of the accounting software. 
Dilapidating office equipment 
Most of the office equipment especially the computers, printers, projectors, the WiFi system, have outlived their 
usefulness. This has been a very big problem for the effective work of the staff.  

Prospects for 2022
 
In the coming year 2022, apart from the ongoing programs, the following programs and administrative actions are 
expected: 

• Peace-building Project among the Refugees in Bidibidi and Imvepi supported by Diocese of Rutenberg  
 Stuttgart for the next three years.
• Peace-building Project for Imvepi Settlement supported by UNHRC for the next 3 years.
• Combatting Domestic and Sexual Gender-Based Violence (DSGBV) in Lira Diocese Supported by DKA  
 for 3 years.
• Curbing Human Trafficking in Uganda supported by Wheaton Franciscan Sisters
• Advocacy Against Human Trafficking supported by AFJN.
• Advocacy Against Child sacrifice supported by AFJN.
• Bidibidi Refugee Solar Power Project.
• Strengthening Community-Police Partnership.

• Administratively the Centre envisages acquiring 2 new vehicles – one from UNHCR and one from   
 Diocese of Rotenberg – Stuttgart
• Additionally, the Centre envisages to recruit more staff – 3 for peace-building and one for finance.
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Plot 2468 - Nsereko Road, Nsambya
P.O. Box 31853 Kampala-Uganda 

Tel: 0414-267372
Email: jp2justice.director@gmail.com
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